Magically transform articles and add value! Instantly plate a layer of *pure* silver onto brass, copper, bronze, nickel and heavily worn silver articles

This *advanced, unique* product is more than just a silver polish. It not only cleans tarnish from your old, tired and worn out silver and silver-plated articles; it instantaneously replates a layer of Pure Silver onto heavily worn silver and base metals. Convert brass, copper and bronze into silver plated items - permanently! This is our own specially designed formulation.

- Contains Pure Silver
- Permanent results – no chips or flakes
- Includes an anti-tarnish agent
- Easy to use, no electrolysis required
- Leaves a brilliant shine
- Water based, biodegradable, non-toxic, phosphates, nitrates and solvent free
- Available in 50ml, 100ml and 150ml bottles or to your requirements

**Part of the Silver Maintenance Range**

Sterling silver and silver plated articles will tarnish when left exposed to atmosphere. This is an exciting and unique range of environmentally friendly products which transforms tarnished silverware.

Purchase Silver Plating Solution with:

- **Silver Maintenance Solution** – to provide long lasting protection once the silver plating solution has been used. Also contains pure silver
- **Impregnated Cloths and mitts** – to restore the original shine

**SILVER PLATING SOLUTION TECHNICAL INFORMATION**

**Typical properties:**
- Appearance: Off-white paste
- pH: <2.0
- Flash Point: None
- Solubility in water: Soluble except the abrasive
- Specific Gravity (water 1 @ 4 °C) 1.1

**Safety Information:**
- Always wear gloves
- Cover all the work surfaces to avoid staining
- Keep out of the reach of children

**Directions**
- Shake the bottle before use
- Apply with a clean soft cloth to the area to be cleaned or plated and rub firmly for 15 to 20 seconds
- Polish gently with a clean, dry cloth for an immediate shine
- Repeat if necessary

Apply to
- Jewellery
- Cutlery
- Sterling Silver
- Silver Items
- Worn Silver
- Worn Out Electroplated Silver
- Brass
- Copper
- Bronze
- Nickel